**UN/CEFACT 34th Forum**

### Monday, 28th October
- **09:00-10:00** → New Comer’s Session
- **10:00-10:30** → Kick-off and Welcome speeches
- **11:00-12:30** → International Trade Procedures PDA Plenary
- **14:00-17:30** → ITDP update on recent projects (ISMIT, Readiness for Emergency Relief, Revision of Rec.S INCOTERMS) and brainstorming on next priorities.
- **14:00-15:30** → Domain updates; project overview, SC/C Track and Trace, BPS RDM, EU DG MOVE OTLF update (eFTI, Digital Corridor), EU ICT2 update; Port call initiative update, Data Maintenance Requests.
- **11:00-12:30** → Introductions, administration, CUE repository and usage.
- **14:00-15:30** → Position operational and strategy activity. ISCO Project overview: 16:00-17:30 → RDM2API and API Town Plan.
- **11:00-17:30** → eCert User Guide project, Updates to existing work (eCROP, RASFF, eLAB, eQuality...)
- **11:00-17:30** → New Plenary; Message Construction Guide project
- **12:45-13:45** → Lunch and Learn: Project management and CUE

### Tuesday, 29th October
- **09:00-10:00** → Showcasing of Single Window use cases
- **09:00-12:30** → Data Pipeline project; Smart Containers Project, project on Rec16 & reengineering, IMO eTAFL project; Update from IPCA; Update EU Maritime SW 14:00-17:30 → Industry initiatives (Open shipping, DCSCA, GSBN, IATA One Record...)
- **09:00-12:30** → Concentrated and continuing research to support UN/CEFACT projects involving API technologies
- **09:00-17:30** → UN/FLUX Policy Paper, Briefing Notes and Standard update
- **09:00-17:30** → Sustainable tourism: business standards and future work schedule
- **09:00-17:30** → UN/EID FACT D.19B
- **12:45-13:45** → Lunch and Learn: Digital Container Shipping Association: Standardization, digitalization and interoperability.

### Wednesday, 30th October
- **09:00-12:30** → Showcasing of ISCO progress on APIs and other syntax applications
- **09:00-12:30** → Artificial intelligence in Trade Facilitation, Data Retention and Time Stamping
- **09:00-13:00** → Transparency and Traceability for Sustainable Value Chains in Garment and Footwear industry; Policy Recommendation, Standard and Pilots
- **09:00-12:30** → Waste Management project → data interchange required in waste management processes, such as for treatment of waste Transboundary Movement of Waste/Basel Convention – review of implementation
- **14:00-17:00** → Forum Assembly meeting
- **17:45-22:00** → Social Dinner cruise on the Thames – please confirm with Amelia Dele Foglie; 15€ participation
- **09:00-12:30** → SWD update on recent projects (Rec33 revision, SW Core Principles); use of blockchain with Single Window; Information portals; brainstorming on next priorities.
- **09:00-12:30** → Tools discussion with stakeholders and next steps
- **14:00-15:30** → Progression on API projects
- **16:00-17:30** → Recap work activity for API projects
- **09:00-12:30** → New project proposal for envoicing; API use case for domain deliverables. Review SCRDM and its potentials in Tender and Procurement, Discussion on EN 16931, SC/C Trace and Trade project: eBIZ project implementations.
- **09:00-17:30** → Transparency and Traceability for Sustainable Value Chains in Garment and Footwear industry: Policy Recommendation, Standard and Pilots
- **09:00-12:30** → Experience Program: business needs, business models, technical artefacts
- **14:00-17:30** → Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model
- **09:00-12:30** → Ongoing projects: Purchase Order Financing Request; Next activities in IoT and Blockchain related to domain work; APIs and Open Banking for Trade Facilitation; Any other business and next steps
- **14:00-17:30** → CCL 19B; schema validation; Message Construction Guide project.
- **12:45-13:45** → Lunch and Learn: Ad-Hoc New Comer’s Session

### Thursday, 31st October
- **09:00-10:30** → Progression on API projects
- **11:00-12:30** → Advance ISCO work for the next, 35th Forum
- **14:00-17:30** → Recap week achievements, next steps and closing
- **09:00-17:30** → Accounting and Audit Reference Data Model
- **09:00-12:30** → Experience program: technical artefacts.
- **12:30-17:30** → New technologies, Management team of the domain; future work schedule, other topics, wrap-up.
- **09:00-17:30** → CCL 19B; schema validation; Message Construction Guide project.

### Schedule as of 21 Oct. 2019 – subject to change